
People trust people
Editor-in-chief Lorenz Maroldt in the centre

gne

- Editor-in-chief Lorenz Maroldt as key figure on which 

all campaign visuals are based - loyal readers highly 

identify with Maroldt

- Texts: central themes of the newsletter - BER, rental 

prices, education, Berlin politics



People trust people
Understand Berlin by reading Checkpoint

gne
- Billboards on Tagesspiegel.de 

- Focus on Lorenz Maroldt and the 100.000 readers

already receiving the newsletter

- Checkpoint as a “must-read” for Berliners



Community events
Leveraging the community

gne
- Community events were started to leverage the loyal 

community

- Running group, bicycle group, cinema screenings, 

parties

- Events and sign ups are communicated in the newsletter

- Editor-in-chief and his team attend every event giving 

the readers a feeling of approachability and 

communication on equal terms

- Checkpoint means to be part of a great community of 

editors and citizens supporting good journalism for Berlin 

together



Humour
Stickers with funny lines and insider jokes for Berliners

gne



Persistence: Special Offers
Support good Berlin-Journalism!

gne

- Banners with funny lines and insider jokes for 

Berliners (e.g. “At least good journalism is still 

affordable” which makes a reference to the rising rental 

prices) 

- Always focus on support for good Berlin-Journalism

- Cooperation with editors: Special offers are always 

announced by the authors in the newsletter itself



Persistence: Hardly any week without a campaign
Special offers in echo to current events

gne

- When Fridays for Future were protesting in Berlin, we 

made a new offer: “Buy a Checkpoint subscription 

and we compensate 300 KG CO2 for you”

- Offer was communicated in two ways: (1) via the 

authors (2) via ads, both in the short version and the

newsletter itself

- More than a hundred people signed up



Support journalism for Berlin 
Best conversion line for ad elements in the newsletter

gne

- Content Conversion: big red box in the middle with 

short teasers for exclusive articles in full version

- Marketing Conversion: big box at the bottom with 

changing marketing texts 


